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Germany reaffirms support
to Kurdistan

By | Gazi Hassan
Media always play negative role in
conveying and broadcasting informm
mation, this might be a rewarding
profession for a journalist, when he
doesn’t want to mention news of
unity, cohesion and understanding.
This is because they’ve got the audm
dience get used to the melody and
notion that good news is no longer
called news, but rather information
about bad, depressive, decayed war
and chaos are real news.
The happier the political parties
are with the KDP and PUK’s closenm
ness attempts, the more concerned
they are. Some of them believe that
any closeness of the two parties in
Kurdistan Region would result in
marginalizing the others, or shrinkam
age under the pressure of PUK and
KDP’s agreement and cooperatm
tion’s impact. They criticize the
current role of both parties in their
media, even accuse them of causim
ing the schism of plans and agendm
das in Baghdad and the Region.
Our main question is that, if the
Kurds don’t unify and prioritize
internal cohesion and unity over
every other thing then what should
they do? Donald Trump may resm
structure the area towards a new
system. Trump is not content with
Iran’s policy, and is not confident
of Baghdad government and basicm
cally has problems with US policy
in Iraq. He claims creating a buffer
zone in Syrian Rojava ,Peshmerga
is on agenda for this purpose. He
provides the Rojava fighters with
military support. In the first move,
Turkey will back Trump, Saudi and
US also seem to be in cooperation
and coordination in this regard.
So what might happen with Russm
sia and Iran? In the second, Iran
mighthave no choice but to use its
armed Shia militias and its allies in
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the area such as the Shias of Baghdm
dad, the Hezbollah in Lebanon, the
PKK, some Kurdish parties, and
the Syrian Government.
How much will Donald Trump
be able to treat the Iraqi componm
nents equally and trustfully in
the new equation that he wants to
draw? In his first decision regardim
ing halting visa for the Iraqis raised
Baghdad’s concerns, and angered
Iran too. Have the political parties
in Kurdistan Region ever thought
that Trump is an aggressor and
doesn’t take any conscience and
moral matters into account for his
work, but rather the strategic and
economic interests are basis of his
thoughts? He insists on the US intm
ternal equations, solving refugee
crisis, returning the economic and
financial resources back and the
leading companies to US and makim
ing capitalistic decisions rather
than socialistic.
Kurds are in front of a crucial
juncture. They either should work
for unifying their agendas and
plans with a realistic insight within
a new era to form an understandim
ing on the basis of sharing power,
revenue, role and agreeing on not
returning to the problems and carim
ing about past events, instead, they
should be thinking about tomorrm
row, which doesn’t seem to be an
easy and unproblematic ones. So
if they don’t agree on issues of indm
dependence, governing Kurdistan
Region, dealing with the regional
issues and the Kurdish question
in other parts of Kurdistan, they
should expect deeper problems
and disagreements. Then, may be a
crucial power will unify us. If not,
we will be doomed by the rapidly
unfolding events in the region.

Kurdistan
Regional
Government Prime Minim
ister Nechirvan Barzani
received
Germany’s
Federal Minister of
Economic Cooperation
and Development, Mr.
Gerd Müller, along with
the head of the German
Green Party and the
Vice President of the
Bundestag, Ms. Claudia
Roth.
In the meeting attendem
ed by Deputy Prime
Minister Qubad Talm
labani and a number of
KRG senior officials,
the visiting delegation
commended the Kurdim
istan Region for havim
ing been able to prevail
over a number of hard
challenges in the past
two years, including the
war against the Islamic
State terrorist organizatm
tion, ISIS, accommodatim
ing and assisting close
to two million refugees
and internally displaced
people, and facing a
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hard financial crisis.
Highlighting the militm
tary cooperation betm
tween the Kurdistan
Region
Peshmerga
military force and the
Iraqi army in the Mosul
liberation operation, the
delegation reaffirmed
that Germany will contm
tinue its military and
humanitarian support.
Mr. Müller stressed his
country’s willingness to
contribute to the reconsm
struction of the wartorn liberated areas, and
helping IDPs return to
their places of origin.
While expressing her
appreciation for the assm
sistance offered to the
IDPs regardless their
ethnic or religious origm
gin, Ms. Claudia Roth
raised questions regardim
ing relations between
Erbil and Baghdad.
Prime Minister Barzm
zani thanked the Germm
man Government for its
military and humanitarim

ian support to the Kurdim
istan Region.
Regarding the relatm
tions between Erbil and
Baghdad, he stressed
that despite a productive
military
cooperation
between the Peshmergm
ga forces and the Iraqi
army in the Mosul operam
ations, Baghdad has not
provided humanitarian
assistance, even though
injured Iraqi soldiers are
treated in Kurdistan's
hospitals.
Deputy Prime Minister
Talabani briefed the visim
iting delegation on the
economic difficulties
caused by Baghdad's
withholding Kurdistan’s
share in the Iraqi federal
budget. While hoping
for a better economic
situation in 2017, Talabm
bani stressed that Germm
many could play a role
in helping the Region to
overcome its economic
hardships.
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Barzani and Italian Defense Minister Meet in Erbil
Kurdistan Region Presidm
dent Masoud Barzani recm
ceived an Italian military
delegation on Thursday
headed by Roberta Pinotti,
the Italian Defense Ministm
ter.
Barzani and Minister Pinm
notti discussed a number
of current issues including
the war against the Islamic
State (IS), particularly the
ongoing Mosul operation,
Kurdistan Region Presidm
dency website reported.
Barzani reiterated the
significance of planning
for the post-IS Mosul, assm
serting that it is of more
importance than the militm
tary operation itself.
The President also took
the opportunity to express
his gratitude to Italy for
its sustained support to
Kurdistan Region and the
Peshmerga.
Minister Pinotti stated
that the support of Italy to
the Kurdistan Region and
Iraq will continue and she
commended the efforts of
the Peshmerga forces who
have been playing a crucm
cial role in the battle of defm
feating the IS extremists.
Following her visit to
Baghdad, the Italian Defm
fense Minister Roberta
Pinotti on Wednesday arrm

rived in Erbil.
Pinotti, accompanied by
a number of Italian senior
military personnel and
diplomats, paid her third
visit to the Kurdistan Regm
gion during which she met
with senior Kurdish offm
ficials and she is also set
to meet with the Italian
military personnel that are
providing training to the
Peshmerga forces.
Moreover, the Italian
Minister will visit the Mosm
sul Dam, where an Italian
company is implementing
technical repairs to evaluam
ate the development.

Barzani: World Unable
to Defeat Terrorism
without Kurds
The world cannot defeat
terrorists and eradicate terrm
rorism ideology without
the support of the Kurdish
nation, stated Kurdistan
Region President Masoud
Barzani on Tuesday.
As he received a delem
egation from the Syrian
Kurdish National Council
(ENKS), Barzani made
the statement, stressing
the sectarian war should
be differentiated from the
battle against terrorism.

"Kurdistan Region will
never be part of the sectarim
ian conflict that is underwm
way in the region," Barzm
zani said, as he reminded
the ENKS delegation that
Kurdistan Region pursues
a call for independence.
The ENKS delegation
met with Barzani after the
recent peace talks over
Syria took place in Astanm
na, Kazakhstan, thanking

Kurdistan President for
his support to the "originm
nal and patriotic Kurds in
Syria."
The delegation also demm
manded Barzani to delibem
erate with them over the
prospects for the future
of Syrian Kurds and the
changes in the political
arena of Syria.
In response, Barzani was
confident that those partm

ties who "follow a straight
path and step in the directm
tion of the national interem
ests of Kurds," will win
the future of Syrian Kurdim
istan.
President Barzani also
reiterated his support for
the Kurdish nation in Syrim
ia.
In Northern Syria, the
dominant
Democratic
Union Party (PYD) contm

trols the three cantons it
declared amid the civil
war in Syria.
The party, which many
observers regard as an offsm
shoot of Kurdistan Workem
ers' Party (PKK), faces
scores of human rights
violations mainly against
its opposition parties,
gathered under the ENKS
umbrella.

Masrour Barzani: ISIS is a Lost Cause
The Chancellor of the
Kurdistan Region’s Secm
curity Council emphasm
sized that Kurdistan will
remain a stable and safe
haven in the Middle
East.
On Tuesday, January
31, 2017, Masrour Barzm
zani received Hungary’s
Ambassador to Iraq Atilla
Tar and discussed the bilm
lateral relations, military
cooperation and training
to Peshmerga forces and
the progress of the war
against ISIS in Mosul.

He praised Hungarian’s
army training team and
explained that Kurdistan
will remain a stable and
safe haven and that the
independence of Kurdistm
tan will be a stability factm
tor for the whole area.
Ambassador Tar hailed
the security and stability
conditions in Kurdistan
Region and reinstated his
country’s commitment
to train and work closely
with the Peshmerga forcem
es. He also added that
Hungary is working on

expanding the military
assistances to the Peshmm
merga forces. The Hungm
garian Ambassador said
that his country is seriom
ously committed to its relm
lationship with Kurdistan
and will be supportive of
any area of cooperation
that Kurdistan seeks.
“ISIS is a lost cause,”
said Masrour Barzani
on ISIS defeats in Mosm
sul. “After four months
of fighting the group has
lost fighters, capability
and morale.”

KDP seek to reach political agreement with PUK
Kurdistan Democratic Party
(KDP) politburo secretary
Fazil Mirani stated on Saturdm
day that there is a hope in order
that KDP will reach a political
agreement with Patriotic Union
of Kurdistan for solving current
political issues.
"There is nothing that prevents
us from meeting with PUK offm
ficials. We are just waiting for
PUK to schedule a time for discm
cussing the issues again," said
Mirani in a ceremony where
officials from KDP and PUK

joined by a spread of oversm
seas diplomats laying flower
bouquets and garlands on the
Monument of February First
Martyrs at Sami Abdul-Rahmm
man Park, a park named after
one of many martyrs.
He also revealed that PUK
official, Mullah Bakhtiyar, has
said that PUK has no any objectm
tion meeting with KDP and the
Change Movement (Gorran)
aiming at finding a solution for
the current political deadlock.
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PM Barzani thanks Italy for supporting Kurdistan
Kurdistan Regional Govem
ernment Prime Minister
Nechirvan Barzani met
with the Italian Defense
Minister Roberta Pinotti
in Erbil.
In the meeting, attended
by Deputy Prime Minister
Qubad Talabani, Minister
Pinotti commended the
Kurdistan Region and its
military force, the Peshmm
mergas, for their fight
against the so-called Islm
lamic State terrorist organm
nization.
She reaffirmed her countm
try's support to the Peshmm

merga forces, including
providing military trainim
ing and medical treatment
for the wounded.
Prime Minister Barzani
thanked the people and
government of Italy for
their support to the Kurdistm
tan Region and expressed
his hope for continued coom
operation between the two
sides, even after the defeat
of ISIS.
This was Minister Pinottm
ti's third visit to the Kurdim
istan Region as the Defm
fense Minister of Italy.

Gov’t biometric payroll system unveils
widespread fraud in Kurdistan
Over 700,000 people
who are currently on the
Kurdish
government’s
payroll have so far regim
istered in the electronic
payment system, which
is designed to reduce corrm
ruption in workplaces and
enhance transparency in
the Kurdistan Region, offm
ficials said Tuesday.
The biometric registratm
tion of employees, which
was launched on October
10 and will continue until
February 10, has revealed
“large scale misuse and
fraud,” in some cases invm
volving private persons
receiving up to 5 wages
from the government, accm
cording to one governmm
ment official who spoke
to a Kurdish satellite TV
channel on condition of
anonymity.
The mandatory electm
tronic system is expected
to reduce the number of
ghost workers who do not
actually work but are paid
by the Kurdistan Regionam
al Government (KRG)
through falsification of
personnel or payroll recm

cords.
The system is designed
to prevent individual empm
ployees from receiving
more than one salary, effm
fectively limiting fraud
and mismanagement of
public assets, authorities
have said.
“For the first time we
have reliable statistics
about the number of peopm
ple on the government
payroll, which will be the

base for our future decism
sions,” Kurdish Prime
Minister Nechirvan sBarzm
zani told his cabinet meetim
ing on Tuesday.
Government data show
that nearly 1.4 million
people are officially empm
ployed by the KRG,
consuming an estimated
70 percent of its oversm
stretched annual budget.
The new payment system
is modern banking technm

nology that uses biometric
authentication to identify
the user and authorize the
payment through a bank
account verified by fingerpm
print scanning.
The payment reform is
part of larger austerity
measures that the KRG
has struggled to implemm
ment in collaboration
with the World Bank to
tackle the ongoing financm
cial crisis that has gripped

its economy since early
2014. The economic refm
forms have caused outrm
rage across the Kurdistan
Region with several riots
and strikes.
Earlier this year, KRG
spokesperson
Safeen
Dizayee revealed that
only an estimated 740,000
employees among the 1.4
million who are on the
KRG’s payroll are doing
actual work, with the rest

of the salaries going to
ghost workers or employem
ees that receive more than
one salary which he said
had burdened the governmm
ment's total expenses.
The KRG hopes the new
electronic system will prevm
vent mismanagement of
public assets and reduce
rising unemployment in
the country.

Response to Human Rights Watch Allegations
on the Treatment of Child Terrorism Suspects
Kurdistan Regional Govem
ernment High Committee
to Evaluate and Respond
to International Reports
(HCERIR) has prepared a
response report (attached)
on the HRW allegations of
"prevalence and practice
of torture and ill treatment
of young detainees (Child
Suspects of Terrorism) in
the Iraqi Kurdistan Regm

gion."
Herein, we provide a
thorough and comprehensm
sive legal and practical
response on the alleged
issues on the rights of detm
tainees (Child) prisoners in
the custody of the Asayish
and other related facilities
(MOLSA); outlining the
due process of detention
and detention conditions.

In the Kurdistan Regm
gion, the use of torture
and physical punishment
against prisoners includim
ing boys ages 11-17 is
strictly prohibited; the
rights of prisoners and
detainees are protected
by the existing amended
legislations and practices
within the region. Those
responsible for upholdim

ing law and order within
the KRG have established
strict policies against acts
of torture, as per the U.N.
Convention against Tortm
ture (CAT) as well as the
Iraqi Constitution, which
strongly prohibits physical
and psychological torture
of inmates. Moreover prisom
ons and detention centers
run by the Asayish personnm

nel consistently promote
reform.
The issues addressed
within this attached resm
sponse report cover the arem
eas of arrest policy in the
Kurdistan Region, conditm
tions of detention facilities
and due process, alleged
overcrowding in prisons
and holding facilities, allm
leged
torture/physical

punishment and supposed
bribery.
In summation, attached
response report serves
as insight to the current
situation surrounding humm
man rights practices in the
Kurdistan Region of Iraq
and highlights the efforts
undertaken to uphold the
sanctity of these fundamm
mental rights
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Documents found in Mosul offer
glimpse into daily life of IS
Receipts from taxi rides,
ledgers listing internet usam
age for the privileged few
and random logbooks docum
umenting an ever tighter
economy are just some of
the documents that Islamic
State militants left behind
when they fled eastern
Mosul in the face of advm
vancing Iraqi forces.
The discarded papers and
bundles of receipts, found
on a recent visit to a home
used as a base for the militm
tants in the city, offer an
unusual glimpse into the
daily life and economy of
the Islamic State of Iraq
and the Levant (ISIL)
In the months leading up
to the Mosul offensive, IS
fighters were increasingly
pushed underground by
punishing U.S.-led coalitm
tion airstrikes.
The bookkeeping reveals
how IS bases had become
increasingly like bunkers,
but also how easily the
fighters were able to move
within their so-called calm
liphate just a year ago,
when it spanned across
western Iraq and a third of
Syria.

Most of the receipts were
from early 2016, when IS
had only just lost control
of the city of Ramadi in
western Anbar province,
but still controlled about a
quarter of Iraq's territory.
Slips of paper document

taxi rides back and forth to
IS-held towns across the
Iraq-Syria border.
According to the receipts,
Hit was a frequent destinatm
tion - a small crossroads
town along the Euphrates
River that was an importm

tant logistics and supply
hub for IS. The six-hour
drive cost only 29,000
Iraqi Dinars or about $22.
The drives were likely run
to pick up supplies or hold
operational meetings.
Another slip of paper on

ISIL stationary bills a Mosm
sul-based passenger, likely
an IS fighter, for gas purcm
chased in the Syrian city
of Raqqa - the de factor
capital of the ISIL group.
Stacks of papers also
testify that the group kept

close tabs of utilities such
as electricity and internet
usage. Monthly cards bearim
ing users' internet names
and passwords were filed
with the base's expenses.
While internet and mobm
bile phones were strictly
outlawed under IS in Mosm
sul to prevent civilians
from becoming governmm
ment informants, the intm
ternet receipts suggest IS
used centralised internet
connections across the
city.
IS-held territory in and
around Mosul and in Anbar
has significantly shrunk
over the past months - the
roads fighters once easily
travelled by taxi in early
2016 are now dotted with
government checkpoints
and airstrike craters.
The western half of Mosm
sul, which is still under IS
control, is almost entirely
cut off from territory the
militants hold in Syria.
In Mosul's east, the abandm
doned IS bases are ransm
sacked by security forces,
intelligence officers and
curious neighbours.

Kurd-led Syrian group received
armoured vehicles from US
A Kurdish-led group fightim
ing the Islamic State terrorim
ists in northern Syria said
it had received armoured
vehicles from the Donald
Trump
administration,
saying they were the first
such weapons supplied by
the US.
The vehicles were paradem
ed by the SDF, a coalition
of Arab and Kurdish group
led by the YPG which is
fighting the Islamic State
in the north of Syria.
"American armoured vehm
hicles have arrived for the
Syrian Democratic Forces
for the first time," said
spokesman Talal Sello.
"This happened after the
new US administration
came to power."
Sello added the Trump
administration had "promim
ised extra support".
Though the number was
small, Sello said, "this is
evidence that there are
signs of new support...
previously we didn't get
support in this form, we
would get light weapons
and ammunition."

"There are signs of full
support from the new
American leadership more than before - for our
forces," he said.
US military spokesman
Colonel John Dorrian said
the armoured vehicles had
been provided "using exim
isting authorities, in the
interest of helping protect
our partnered force from
the improvised-explosive
device threat."
"The decision was made
by military commanders,
and has been in the works
for some time," he added.
The SDF and its principm
pal militia, the YPG, have
for years complained of a
lack of heavy equipment,
despite being the most effm
fective US ally in the fight
against IS in Syria.
The YPG and its allies
famously used makeshift
armoured vehicles to defm
fend the city of Kobane.
The SDF's new vehicles
are "Guardians" produced
by the International Armm
mored Group, a Canadian
company with factories in

the US, UAE, and Turkey.
Turkey says the YPG,
also known as the People's
Protection Units, is a "terrm
rorist organisation" linked
to the PKK, a Kurdish
militia Turkey has fought
inside its borders for decm
cades.
Ankara has repeatedly
protested against US suppm
port for the YPG and its

allies, and launched opem
erations inside northern
Syria to roll back its gains
against the ISIS group.
Meanwhile, the SDF said
it had begun a new phase
of an operation to choke
the ISIS Syrian stronghm
hold of Raqqa, saying the
city would soon be cut off
from other territories held
by the group.

"The coming phase of
the campaign aims to isolm
late Raqqa completely,"
said the Kurdish military
source, who declined to be
named.
"In order to accomplish
this requires reaching the
Raqqa-Deir al-Zor road,"
the source said. "This missm
sion will be difficult."
Sello said preparations

were under way for "new
action" against ISIS startim
ing in "a few days", but
declined to give further
details.
He said the new vehicles
would be deployed in the
campaign, which began in
November and is supportem
ed by US Special Forces
and air power.
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Acting Minister of Religious Affairs
condemns the killing of a preacher

Yazidi human rights activist, Vian Dakhil,
was set to receive the Lantos Human Rights
Prize at the U.S. Capitol on Feb. 8. The prize
is given by the foundation named after the late
Tom Lantos, a Holocaust survivor who champm
pioned human rights for decades while servim
ing in the U.S. Congress.
Dakhil’s case is a startling example of how
the executive order signed by President Trump
is having unintended consequences and ensm
snaring not only those who have no links to
terrorism but also those who have risked their
lives to fight terrorism in cooperation with the
United States.

Schools in Shalawa Closed for
Two Days Due to Snow
Due to a lot of snow piling up, schools are
closed for two days aiming at keeping children
away from traffic issues.
Shaqlawa Mayor Jwan Fathullah, Shaqlawa
Mayor, said all the other government agencm
cies are working during these two days but the
schools are closes and the purpose is to keepim
ing children safe from any road issues.

Kurdish Politician
Ahmet Turk Released
The veteran Kurdish politician Ahmet Turk
who was released on orders of a Turkish court
on Friday has reaffirmed that there is no solutm
tion for the Kurdish question in Turkey other
than “democracy and peace,” while calling
for the immediate release of many other MPs,
mayors and members of the pro-Kurdish partm
ties.
“We believe that other than democracy and
peace, there is no other solution. There is no
other way,” Turk told Rudaw after his release,
referring to the Kurdish issue in the country.
He also said that the current situation is both
“critical and difficult” for the Kurds.

Korek Mountain’s Snowy Slopes
Attract Thousands of Tourists
The Kurdistan Region held Iraq’s fourth
snow festival atop Korek Mountain, northem
east of Erbil, aimed at attracting more winter
tourists from neighboring countries and the
rest of Iraq.
About 6,000 visitors attended the festival.
Most made the drive from Baghdad and
Basra, although some thrill-seekers made
the journey from Europe.
Nearly 400 tourism companies coordinated
with the Kurdistan’s tourism department to
put on the event.
Local youth had the opportunity to experm
rience modern skiing, in addition to traditm
tional sledding.
The first such festival took place in 1951 at
Haji Omeran near Korek, but the event has
not been annual, which the event organizers
hope to change.
Mawlawi Jabar, the head of Kurdistan's
tourism department, helped to organize this
year’s festival
The Kurdish mountains are popular tourim
ist attractions in the spring and summer,
drawing visitors from across Kurdistan, the
rest of Iraq, and neighboring countries. The
Kurdish region wants to also invest in wintm
ter tourism, especially in the high mountainom
ous areas that have spectacular views in the
snowy season.

An Islamic preacher on
study leave and working in
a currency exchange was
robbed and shot dead in
front of his house in southem
eastern Erbil on Tuesday
night, his relatives told Rudm
daw. The Asayesh, Kurdish
security, is investigating.
Mahmud Othman, married
and father of three, was shot
dead by at least one armed
masked man late Tuesday
night as he was returning
home from work, his wife
told Rudaw.
Witnesses say that the perpm
petrator fled the scene in a
black car.
“He opened the outside
door, and I opened the
kitchen door so that he could
come in,” Asya Anwar, Othmm
man’s wife said, describing
the incident. “He became

a little delayed and then I
heard his cry. I opened the
door and it was obvious that
they had injured him, beatem
en his leg, and had taken his
money. He made his way to
the kitchen door.”
“He was covered with
blood and he was crying. A
masked man near him was
shooting him constantly,
and he continued to cry. I
hid myself behind the door
in the kitchen out of fear.
Then when I came out, I
saw the man was gone and
Mahmud had in his hands a
small hand gun. He shot four
bullets, and that is it. And he
declared the Shahada. He
could hardly breathe.”
The Shahada is the Islamic
testimonial of faith.
“He was covered in blood,”
Anwar said through tears. “I

put his head on my legs and
shouted for help from our
neighbors.”
Tariq Nuri, the head of
Erbil Asayesh, told Rudaw
that nobody has been arrm
rested yet, but they are invm
vestigating the killing.
There are many CCTV
cameras in the area where
the shooting took place and
the Asayesh will analyze
the footage.
The Erbil police are coordm
dinating with the Asayesh to
investigate the murder. “The
initial findings indicate that
he was killed because of
money and it was not a terrm
rorist act,” the police said in
a statement.
A spokesperson for the
Kurdistan Region’s Ministm
try of Religious Affairs told
Rudaw that Othman had

been an Islamic preacher at
a local mosque, but he was
on study leave at the time of
his death. He was studying
towards a PhD in Islamic
studies.
Othman was running a
currency exchange shop in
Erbil with a colleague. At
the time of his death, he had
a bag of money that was
stolen by the perpetrator, his
wife and witnesses said.
Pshtiwan Sadiq, the Actim
ing Minister for Religious
Affairs, condemned the attm
tack.
“I have doubts that it was
a terrorist act. It looks more
like a criminal act,” Sadiq
said, pointing out that Othmm
man worked at a currency
exchange.

Kurdish forces capture 40 IS in Kirkuk
Kurdish security forces
in Kirkuk have arrested 40
Islamic State (IS) militants
over the few past weeks who
had disguised themselves as
IDPs, a local official said.
“A total of 40 people have
recently been captured who
had moved into Kirkuk
alongside internally dispm
placed people from Hawijm
ja,” said Halo Najat, Head
of Kirkuk Security. “They
had previously been membm
bers of Naqshbandi group
[a radical Islamist group],
and joined Daesh [IS] after
the emergence of the group
in Iraq.”
Najat further explained
to BasNews that these IS
members were found and
captured based on prior intm
telligence.
Through these people
who disguise as IDPs, IS

attempts to carry out terrorim
ist attacks and undermine
Kirkuk stability, according
to the security chief.
Kirkuk officials, includim
ing Governor Najmaddin

Karim, have previously
several times called on the
Iraqi central government to
not postpone an operation
aiming at the liberation of
Hawija, warning that full

security may not be maintm
tained as long as IS rules the
nearby town.
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Sports News
Real Madrid’s VS
Celta Vigo Postponed
Real Madrid's La Liga game at Celta Vigo on
Sunday has been postponed after storms damam
aged the hosts' ground.
The Estadio Municipal de Balaidos was decm
clared unsafe by Vigo's city council, its owner,
on Saturday.
Abel Caballero, the city's mayor, had earlier
told Spanish media it would be impossible for
the game to go ahead as planned. No new date
has yet been set.
Real are top of La Liga, one point ahead of
second-placed Barcelona with two matches in
hand.

Barcelona Wins Over Bilbao

Barcelona moved to within one point of Real
Madrid at the top of La Liga with victory over
Athletic Bilbao.
Paco Alcacer scored his first La Liga goal for
Barcelona on a rare start, with Luis Suarez restem
ed, when he turned home Neymar's cross from
10 yards.
Lionel Messi doubled the lead when he beat Athlm
letic keeper Gorka Iraizoz at his near post from a
right-wing free-kick.
And Aleix Vidal sealed the win after a solo run
past several defenders.
His goal meant Barca became the first European
team to score 100 times in all competitions this
season, with Monaco also reaching the landmark
later in the afternoon.

Hamsik, Mertens Hat-tricks
as Napoli Hit Seven
Slovakian international Marek Hamsik and Belgm
gian star Dries Martens both hit hat-tricks as
Napoli routed Bologna 7-1 on Saturday to go
second in Serie A and three points behind leaders
Juventus.
Napoli have now hit 55 goals in 23 league games
this season although Maurizio Sarri's men are
still outsiders to pip Juve for the title with the defm
fending champions having two games in hand.
Hamsik's goals included a fine diving header and
a sublime long-distance drive as he took his Napm
poli career total to 108 goals, passing Attila Sallm
lustro, a star of the 1930s.
Only Diego Maradona has scored more goals for
Napoli than Hamsik.

Chelsea Edges Closer to Premier
League Title
Chelsea has moved closer towards regaining the
Premier League title after a 3-1 drubbing of Arsm
senal in the table-topping London derby at Stamfm
ford Bridge.
Antonio Conte's side moved 12 points clear of
the Gunners with a performance decorated by
one of the goals of the season, a dazzling indivm
vidual effort from Eden Hazard starting from
near the halfway line.
The 2015 champions' command at the top of
the table was strengthened further with fourthplaced Liverpool falling 13 point adrift after
their wretched 2017 continued with a shock 2-0
defeat at resurgent Hull City.
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Yezidis to officially request
immigration ban waiver from US
Sinjar administration offm
ficially requests the Trump
administration to waive the
immigration ban for Yezidm
dis, particularly the victims
of the Islamic State.
Waisi Naif, the Head of
Sinjar Mayoral Council,
said that the Sinjar adminim
istration is planning to presem
ent an official request to the
Trump administration to
exclude Yezidis from the
entry ban.
The official also called on
the international communm
nity to support Yezidis and
facilitate their immigration
to the United States especm
cially the victims who have
survived the IS atrocities.
The Yezidi survivors need
rehabilitative care and treatmm

ment due to the barbaric
treatment they have faced,
therefore, the US entry ban
will negatively affect them,
he added.
US President Donald

Trump has recently signed
an executive order that incm
cludes a 90-day entry ban
on citizens of seven Muslm
lim-majority countries incm
cluding Iraq which, accordim

ing to the Yezidi officials,
has affected the case of the
Kurdish Yezidis who have
been severely affected by
the IS extremist organizatm
tion's brutality.

Sweden stops flights to Iraq and
Kurdistan due to security
Sweden’s Transport Agencm
cy has announced flights
between Sweden and Iraq,
including the Kurdistan
Region, have been halted
due to concerns over the
security situation.
Transport Styrelsen issm
sued a statement on
Wednesday (February 1)
saying the agency had
received
information
that the security situation
would put passengers at
risk on the ground and in
the air.
"We understand that
our decisions affect those
travelers who are no longm
ger able to fly to and from
Iraq. But we have to put
passenger safety first," Simm
mon Posluk, Head of the
Transport Agency, said.
The decision affects

the airlines of Germania,
Iraqi Airways and Zagros
Air, which operate flights
to Baghdad, Erbil, Suleimm
maniya, and Najaf.
Director of Suleimaniym
ya International Airport,
Dana Mohammed, told

NRT that they haven’t recm
ceived any statement from
Sweden in regards to stoppm
ping the flights between
both countries.
NRT also contacted Erbm
bil International Airport
for further information but

received no response.
According to the statemm
ment, flights between both
countries will be halted
from February, 1, 2017
until further notice.

BCF delivers winter supplies
to thousands of IDPs
Barzani Charity Foundatm
tion (BCF) on Thursday,
February 2, 2017, distm
tributed winter supplies
among thousands of intm
ternally displaced people
(IDP) settled in Kurdistan
Region.
“In cooperation with the
Kuwaiti government, the
BCF on February 2nd delm
livered blankets and kerosm
sene heaters to 3,816 IDP
families in Ashti 1, Ashti
2, Arbet, Taza-de and

Barzanja camps across
Erbil province,” said
Soran Khalaf, the Head
of BCF’s Suleimaniya offm
fice.
A day earlier, the Kurdim
ish charity organization
delivered similar items
to 3,500 IDP families in
Kirkuk province as part
of the Foundation’s campm
paign to help the people
cope with the cold winter
striking the region.
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The Kurdish Painter Azad Hama Rasool
Azad was born in Sulm
laimani. He graduated
from the Institute of
Fine Arts in 1986. He’s
one of the artists who
has been continuously
working and carrying
out his art activities in
Kurdistan and Norway
where he’s living now.
The academic and analm
lytical schools have
been bases of creating
the world that the artist
wanted to reach. His art
work of color, portrait,
models, images of Sulm
laimani and villages of
Kurdistan are comprisim
ing constant themes of
his canvases. Following
his graduation in the Insm
stitute, he adopted variom
ous realistic forms to
describe the sufferings
of the Kurdish people.
The artist has many diffm
ferent works illustrating
just these motifs. He
has a considerable partm
ticipation in the exhibitm
tions with other Kurdish
artists in the cities and
galleries of Kurdistan,
especially in Sulaimani
in which he opens exhibm
bition every two years
with several paintings
he executes with pens,
colors and other materm
rials. Water color is of
special importance to
Azad. Nature inspires
his artworks, designim
ing with black pen or
charcoal is another exam
ample of his work. The
avenues, bazaars, Kurdim
ish culture, his city and

Kurdistan are of special
importance as how he
saw them in the past.
He’s enriched the Kurdim
ish painting by images
and ancient characterim
istics of his city and
Kurdistan in the past.
Azad Hama Rasool has
many relations and contm
tacts with all artists in
Kurdistan, especially
through his participatm

tion in exhibitions in
Norway as well as Eurm
rope. As an art teacher,
he’s conducted many
projects and workshops
in Norway. For Azad
Hama Rasool, life and
art represent an infinite
world beyond any limim
its.
By Ashti Garmiyani

A Kurdish director can’t take part in festival because of Trump
Hussein Hassan, the
Kurdish director, followim
ing the US visa halt, will
not be able to participate
in Miami International
Film Festival.
The Kurdish director’s
‘Black Wind – Rashaba’
which revolves around
captivated Kurdish Ezidi
girls, was due to be shown
in Miami International
Film Festival, but because
of Trump’s recent decism
sion on barring citizens
of 7 countries from enterim
ing US, including Iraq,
Hassan cannot attend the
event.

Hassan has told Kurdish
media Rudaw that he was
due to attend the even in
March, but he wouldn’t
be able because of Trump.
“Trump should differentiam
ate between artists and terrm
rorists, then we’re Kurds,
have an independent Regm
gion, my film talks about
suffering of a people who
are victims of terrorism
too” Hassan said.
Jay Laplant, Head of the
Festival told Hollywood
Reporter magazine that
the decision should not be
implemented on the artists
and filmmakers to be able

to easily participate in the
activities in US and show
their work, he said the
world should feel that US
warmly welcomes them.
Following Trump’s decism
sion, Taranh Alidosti, the
Iranian film-seller joins
Hussein Hassan and officm
cially boycotts Oscar prize
distribution, in which
their film is nominated for
receiving best foreign film
prize.
By H.G. Hassan

